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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel method to 
reduce the water interference on the touch panel based 
on mutual-capacitance sensing in human finger 
detection. As the height of a finger (height>10mm) is far 
larger than that of a water-drop (height<1mm), if the 
density distribution of electrical field of the touch 
panel's sensing cell is high in the high-height space 
(height>10mm) and low in the low-height space 
(height<1mm), the sensing cell can be designed to 
distinguish the finger from the water-drop. To achieve 
this density distribution of the electrical field, the 
Mutual-coupling Electrical Field Shaping (MEFS) 
technique is employed to build the sensing cell. The 
drawback of the MEFS sensing cell is large parasitic 
capacitance, which can be overcome by a readout IC 
with low sensitivity to parasitic capacitance. 
Experiments show that the output of the IC with the 
MEFS sensing cell is 1.11V when the sensing cell is 
touched by the water-drop and 1.23V when the sensing 
cell is touched by the finger, respectively. In contrast, 
the output of the IC with the traditional sensing cell is 
1.32V and 1.33V when the sensing cell is touched by the 
water-drop and the finger, respectively. This 
demonstrates that the MEFS sensing cell can better 
distinguish the finger from the water-drop than the 
traditional sensing cell does. 
Index Terms—Water interference, mutual 
capacitance, touch sensing, touch panel, capacitive 
readout circuit, fully differential, switched-capacitor 
circuits, OSA technique. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ouch sensing is widely used as a touch user interface 
for smart phones, tablets and household applications. 
Mutual-capacitance sensing technique is more popular than 
self-capacitance sensing technique in touch panel/screen 
applications due to its ability for multi-touch detection [1], 
[2]. However, the mutual-capacitance sensing technique has 
the limitation that reading the sensing cells in the presence 
of water-drop is difficult [3]-[6]. This is because the 
mutual-capacitance sensing technique is based on the 
detection of the dielectric constant of the space between 
two adjacent sensing plates of a sensing cell. The dielectric 
constant of the water is similar to that of the finger. So it is 
very hard for the mutual-capacitance sensing cell to 
distinguish the finger from the water-drop. 
In general, to reduce the water-drop interference, the 
touch panel is designed by combining the 
mutual-capacitance sensing technique with the 
self-capacitance sensing technique. Normally, in one 
detecting operation, the sensing cells are firstly activated by 
self-capacitance sensing and then activated by the 
mutual-capacitance sensing. By analyzing the data from the 
two different detection processes, the water-drop is 
distinguished [3]. This is because the self-capacitance 
sensing technique detects the capacitance of the human 
body, whose value is far larger than the value of the 
capacitance of a water-drop. However, this method is still 
unable to reduce the water-drop interference in some 
specific cases and the hardware cost is high [4]. Another 
popular method to reduce the water-drop interference is to 
design the sensing cell in the form of a sealed box with 
elastic cavity inside. When the finger touches the surface of 
the box, the cavity is compressed and thus the capacitance 
of the sensing cell is changed. In this design, the 
mutual-coupling electrical field is completely restricted 
inside the box, so it is free from any effect from the 
water-drop outside the box [5], [6]. However, the elastic 
cavity inside the sensing cell requires very complex 
manufacturing process and the sensing cell based on this 
method is not easy to achieve the thickness required. 
In this paper, a novel method to reduce the water-drop 
interference is proposed. This method distinguishes the 
human finger from the water drop by their physical 
dimensions. The finger is a cylinder with its height being 
more than 10mm, while that of the water-drop is only about 
1mm. If the density distribution of electrical field of 
sensing cell is high in the high-height space (height >10mm) 
and low in the low-height space (height <1mm), the sensing 
cell would be less sensitive to the water-drop than it does to 
the finger, and thus the water-drop interference is reduced. 
To achieve the above electrical field distribution, the 
mutual-coupling electrical field shaping (MEFS) technique 
is adopted to build the sensing cell. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the 
section II, the principle of the MEFS sensing cell is 
described. In the section III, the process for the finger 
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detection with reduced water-drop interference is illustrated 
and the circuit solution to the drawback of the MEFS 
sensing cell is described. In the section IV, the physical 
verification and measurement results are presented. Finally, 
the conclusions are drawn in the section V. 
II. SENSING CELL PHYSICS 
The differences between the water-drop and the human 
finger, which may be utilized by the sensing cell to 
distinguish them, are analyzed in detail as follows. 
Firstly, they are different in physical dimension. This is a 
very reliable criteria to distinguish the finger from the 
water-drop. In daily use, the water-drop splashing to the 
surface of the touch panel mainly comes from the wet 
finger or steam. Thus, the amount of the water-drop is 
rather small and the height of the water-drop is much 
smaller than that of the finger. In general, the height of a 
water-drop is less than 1mm and the height of the finger is 
more than 10mm. 
Secondly, the finger and the water-drop are different in 
coupling-capacitance to the electrical ground of power 
system. The finger couples with the environment via the 
whole human body whose superficial area is far larger than 
that of the water-drop. Therefore the finger is easier to 
couple with electrical ground of power system of the touch 
panel than the water-drop is, which means that the 
self-capacitance of the finger is much larger than that of the 
water-drop. This characteristic is very significant for 
self-capacitance sensing cell to distinguish the finger from 
the water-drop. However, this characteristic does not make 
any difference in mutual-capacitance sensing. 
Thirdly, the finger and the water-drop are different in 
dynamics. The finger is always moving when the sensing 
cell is operated, while the water-drop is mostly static. So a 
band-pass filter can be used to distinguish the moving 
finger from the static water-drop. This criteria is reliable 
except for the situation where the water-drop is moved by 
the finger. 
In overall consideration of detection robustness, the first 
criteria (physical dimension) is chosen and it is the basis on 
which the MEFS sensing cell is designed. 
The traditional mutual-capacitance sensing cell shown in 
Fig.1. (a) is composed of two sensing plates: Plate_A on 
one side and Plate_B on the other side [7], [8]. According 
to the Maxwell's law and numerical analysis, the 
mutual-capacitance CT0 of this sensing cell is determined 
by the dielectric constant and the intensity of the 
mutual-coupling electrical field in the space between the 
two sensing plates. As the mutual-coupling electrical field 
is the strongest in the low-height space, the water-drop on 
the surface of the sensing cell will dominate the 
mutual-capacitance CT0. In other words, if the sensing cell 
is covered by a water drop, the value of CT0 will not change 
regardless of the sensing cell being touched by the finger or 
not. 
The traditional differential mutual-capacitance sensing 
cell shown in Fig.1. (b) is composed of three plates: 
Plate_A, Plate_B and Plate_Ref [9]. The 
mutual-capacitance between Plate_A and Plate_Ref is CT1, 
and the mutual-capacitance between Plate_B and Plate_Ref 
is CT2. When the water-drop covers the sensing cell, the 
capacitance brought by the water-drop is converted to the 
common-mode part of CT1 and CT2, and the capacitance 
brought by the finger is converted to the differential part of 
CT1 and CT2. So the finger is detectable in the presence of 
the water-drop. However, if the water-drop is not evenly 
distributed, e.g., the water-drop is on one side (Plate_A) 
and the finger is on the other side (Plate_B), it is still hard 
for this sensing cell to distinguish the finger from the 
water-drop. 
The proposed MEFS sensing cell shown in Fig.1. (c) is 
composed of five plates: Plate_A, Plate_B, Plate_Ref and 
two ground plates. The mutual-capacitance between 
Plate_A and Plate_Ref is C1, and the mutual-capacitance 
between Plate_B and Plate_Ref is C2. The mutual-coupling 
electrical field between Plate_A and Plate_Ref is shaped by 
a ground plate, so does the electrical field between the 
Plate_B and Plate_Ref. Thus the strong mutual-coupling 
electrical field in the low-height space is guided to the 
ground by ground plate, while the mutual-coupling 
electrical field in the high-height space is kept. This means 
that the mutual capacitances C1 and C2 are dominated by 
the capacitance introduced by the electrical field in the 
high-height space, as the capacitance introduced by 
electrical field in the low-height space is converted to the 
capacitances CP1 and CP2 which are grounded and do not 
affect the mutual capacitances.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 1. The electrical field distribution and equivalent circuit of different 
sensing cells with the presence of water and finger. (a) Traditional 
mutual-capacitance sensing cell. (b) Traditional differential mutual- 
capacitance sensing cell. (c) The MEFS sensing cell. 
The numerical analyses of the traditional differential 
mutual-capacitance sensing cell and the MEFS sensing cell 
are shown in Fig.2. (a) and Fig.2. (b), respectively (only 
one side is shown, i.e., Plate_A and Plate_ref). The vector 
maps clearly show that, by adding ground plate, the high 
  
density mutual-coupling electrical field in the low-height 
space (dashed box of Fig.2. (b)) is guided to the ground. So 
in the water contacting area (space with height smaller than 
1mm), the mutual-coupling electrical field between the two 
sensing plates (Plate_A and Plate_Ref) no longer exists. 
Meanwhile, in the finger contacting area (space with height 
larger than 10mm), the mutual-coupling electrical field is 
not significantly reduced. 
The physical layouts of the touch panels based on the 
traditional differential sensing cell and the MEFS sensing 
cell are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively. The 
yellow diamonds labeled "1" are Plate_ref. The blue 
diamonds labeled "2" and the pink diamonds labeled "3" 
are Plate_A and Plate_B, respectively. The grey diamonds 
labeled "4" are the ground plate. The cover area of a single 
sensing cell is marked by the square with black dash line 
and the cover area of the finger is marked by a circle with 
black dash line, as shown in Fig. 3. The size of the sensing 
cell is set to a value no larger than the cross section of a 
finger, in order to make sure there is at least one complete 
sensing cell fully covered by a finger of any size, so that 
the change of the finger size wouldn't have influence on the 
sensitivity of the sensing cell. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 2 The vector and color maps of the electrical field distribution of 
different sensing cells. (a) Traditional mutual-capacitance sensing cell. (b) 
The MEFS sensing cell. 
In a single sensing cell, the mutual capacitance between 
the sensing plates "1" and "2" is C1, and the mutual 
capacitance between the sensing plates "1" and "3" is C2. 
The numerical analysis shows that, when the surface of the 
sensing cell is untouched, covered with water-drop and 
touched by the finger, the values of the capacitances of the 
traditional differential sensing cell are 309.1fF, 636.3fF and 
641.5fF, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). For the MEFS 
sensing cell, these values are 24.4fF, 144.8fF and 213.1fF, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Similar to the concept 
"dynamic range" of an amplifier [16], the percentage 
difference is used to quantify how well the water-drop and 
the finger is distinguished, which is defined as the 
difference value of two mutual capacitances divided by the 
maximum value of the capacitances. For traditional 
structure, the percentage difference is, 
∆𝐶𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 =
641.5 − 636.3
641.5
= 0.8%                (1) 
For MEFS based structure, the percentage difference is 
∆𝐶𝑀𝐶𝐸𝐹𝑆 =
213.1 − 144.8
213.1
= 32.4%                (2) 
It is obvious that it is very hard to use the traditional 
sensing cell to distinguish the finger from the water-drop as 
the percentage difference is only 0.8%, which requires high 
dynamic range circuit to process. However, for the MEFS 
sensing cell, the percentage difference increases by 32dB 
(from 0.8% to 32.4%), which significantly relaxes the 
dynamic range requirement of circuit. 
 
(a)                            (b) 
Fig. 3. Layouts of the touch panels based on (a) the differential 
mutual-capacitance sensing cell and (b) the MEFS sensing cell  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 4. The numerical results of the mutual capacitances of the sensing 
cells in different statuses: untouched, covered by the water-drop and 
touched by the finger. (a) The traditional differential sensing cell. (b) The 
MEFS sensing cell. 
  
III. DETECTING PROCESS AND CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION 
The finger detecting process of the touch panel based on 
the MEFS sensing cells has three steps. Firstly, the 
common-mode capacitance and the differential capacitance 
of the sensing cell are measured. Secondly, based on the 
measured data, the touching status of the sensing cell is 
judged. Finally, based on the touching status, the accurate 
position of the finger is calculated. The details of the 
process are described as follows. 
A. Capacitance measurement 
The main part of the readout circuit to measure the 
capacitance of the MEFS sensing cell is shown in Fig. 6.  
The readout circuit employs the switched-capacitor 
circuits [10], [11] rather than the oscillator based circuits 
[12]-[14] in consideration of power efficient. The analog 
front-end circuit structure of the readout circuit is shown in 
Fig. 6 (a), which is composed of two switched-capacitor 
readout circuits: differential capacitance to voltage 
convertor (DCVC) and common-mode capacitance to 
voltage convertor (CMCVC). The amplifiers used in 
DCVC and CMCVC are shown in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c), 
respectively. The clock phases are shown in Fig. 6(d). The 
analog front-end circuit has three distinctive features as 
described below. 
Firstly, the differential capacitance and the 
common-mode capacitance are measured simultaneously 
and will not interfere with each other. In this structure, the 
DCVC, the CMCVC and the excitation are synchronized 
by the non-overlapping clock Clock-1 shown in Fig. 6 (d). 
When the excitation is active, the charge from the sensing 
cell is pumped into the readout circuit and is then divided 
into two parts. The differential part of the charge is 
absorbed by CD and converted to the voltage VD by DCVC. 
The common-mode part of the charge is absorbed by CCM 
and converted to the voltage VCM by CMCVC. That is, 
𝑉𝐷 =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 
𝑉𝐶𝑀 =
𝐶1 + 𝐶2
𝐶𝐶𝑀
𝑉𝑅                                 (3) 
The gains of DCVC and CMCVC are programmable to fit 
the sensing cell's capacitance, which are set by the 
programmable capacitor arrays CD and CCM. 
Secondly, it employs the "Oversampling Successive 
Approximation" (OSA) technique [10], in order to suppress 
the output DC error brought by large grounded parasitic 
capacitance (i.e., CP1 and CP2 of the sensing cell shown in 
Fig. 1(c)). Also, this technique is able to reduce the DC 
offset brought by the process mismatch of amplifiers and 
the flicker noise in the low frequency range of amplifier. 
Both DCVC and CMCVC are implemented with the OSA 
technique. The circuit based on the OSA technique must be 
driven by the nested non-overlapping clock rather than 
traditional non-overlapping clock, as shown in Fig. 6(d), in 
order to minimize the charge injection from the switches. 
The principle of the OSA is explained later. 
Thirdly, the inherent Sample-and-Hold (S&H) function 
of the circuit reduces power and chip area consumption. 
During the phase Φ2 of the clock, the capacitor CH samples 
the outputs of DCVC and CMCVC. During the phase Φ1, 
the capacitor CH forms a negative feedback loop with COSA 
to hold the outputs. Therefore, this function makes the 
readout circuit able to drive the ADC directly in phase Φ1 
without a separate active S&H circuit, which saves power 
and chip area. 
The OSA technique is described as follows [10]. As the 
MEFS sensing cell guides the high density electrical field 
into the ground, it introduces large parasitic capacitances to 
the ground, which appear as CP1 and CP2 in Fig. 1(c), Fig. 5 
(a) and Fig. 6. The Fig. 5 shows the schematic of the 
traditional DCVC structure used as readout circuit [11]. 
The reference capacitors are used to absorb the common 
mode charge produced by C1 and C2. The output voltages 
of the traditional DCVC in the presence of the parasitic 
capacitance CP1 and CP2 are, 
𝑉𝐷+𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶1 (𝑉𝑅 −
𝑉𝐷+ − 𝑉𝐷−
𝐴1
) − 𝐶𝑃1 (𝑉𝑅 +
𝑉𝐷+ − 𝑉𝐷−
𝐴1
) 
𝑉𝐷−𝐶𝐷 = 𝐶2 (𝑉𝑅 +
𝑉𝐷+ − 𝑉𝐷−
𝐴1
) − 𝐶𝑃2 (𝑉𝑅 −
𝑉𝐷+ − 𝑉𝐷−
𝐴1
) 
(4) 
By transforming (4), the output is, 
𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝐷+ − 𝑉𝐷− =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 (1 −
1
1 + 𝐴1/𝜎
) 
𝜎 =
𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶𝑃1 + 𝐶𝑃2
𝐶𝐷
                       (5) 
where VD+ and VD- are the two outputs of the traditional 
DCVC, A1 is the gain of the operational amplifier, 
1/(1 + 𝐴1/𝜎)  is the error term of the output voltage 
introduced by the parasitic capacitances. In general, CP1 and 
CP2 induced by sensing cells, PCB wires, ESD devices and 
bonding pads are within the range of 10pF~100pF, C1 and 
C2 are within the range of 20fF~200fF, CD is 100fF and A1 
is within the range of 70dB~90dB. So the error would be 
3.1%~24.0% according to (5), which would significantly 
reduce the accuracy of the readout circuit. 
 
Fig. 5. The traditional DCVC used as the readout circuit for the MEFS 
sensing cell 
However, in the OSA based DCVC, the above problem 
is solved. Instead of making the output reach its final value 
by one step, the OSA technique makes the output of DCVC 
reach its final value by several iteration steps. The capacitor 
COSA absorbs the error voltage in each iteration step, so that 
the output 𝑉𝐷(𝑛) will reach a high accuracy level with 
negligible error, as shown in Fig. 7. The detailed formulas 
are deduced below. 
  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 6. The proposed circuit implementation of the readout circuit for the 
MEFS sensing cell. (a) The analog front-end of readout circuit. (b) The 
fully differential amplifier A1 used by readout circuit.(c) The 
common-mode amplifier A2 used by readout circuit .(d) The two-phase 
nested non-overlapping clocks diagram. 
During the Φ2 of the 1st step, the increment of the output 
is 𝑉𝐷(𝑛). According to (5), the 1
st level of the output 
voltage of DCVC in Fig. 7 (a) is 
𝑉𝐷(𝑛) =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 −
𝜎
𝐴1
𝑉𝐷(𝑛)               (6) 
where the 𝜎𝑉𝐷(𝑛)/𝐴1 is the error term caused by parasitic 
capacitances and the output increment 𝑉𝐷(𝑛). The reason 
why the error term appears is that the voltage difference 
between nodes A+ and A- (denoted by VA+A-) is not zero, 
which leads to the error charge from the parasitic 
capacitances CP1 and CP2. 
Then during the next phase Φ1 of the 1st step in Fig. 7(a), 
the voltage difference VA+A- is "absorbed" by the capacitor 
COSA. This is because the nodes A+ and A- are shorted to 
the ground while the VB+B- remains at the same level due to 
the holding of the output level by the CH. So the error in 
this step is eliminated, as shown in Fig. 7(b). 
During the phase Φ2 in the 2nd step, the iteration takes 
place. As the "old" error in the 1st step produced by VD(n) is 
eliminated by the capacitor COSA, the "new" error in the 2nd 
step is produced by the increment value of the output in this 
step ∆𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1) rather than by the absolute value of the 
output this step 𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1), that is, 
𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1) =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 −
𝜎
𝐴1
∆𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1)          (7) 
Similar to (7), the output levels of the other steps are, 
𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 2) =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 −
𝜎
𝐴1
∆𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 2) 
⋮ 
𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 𝑁) =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 −
𝜎
𝐴1
∆𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 𝑁)         (8) 
The relationship between the increment value and absolute 
value of two consecutive steps is  
∆𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1) = 𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 1) − 𝑉𝐷(𝑛)               (9) 
By combining (6)-(9), the output in N-th step is, 
𝑉𝐷(𝑛 + 𝑁) =
𝐶1 − 𝐶2
𝐶𝐷
𝑉𝑅 [1 − (
1
1 + 𝐴1/𝜎
)
𝑁+1
] 
𝜎 =
𝐶1 + 𝐶2 + 𝐶𝑃1 + 𝐶𝑃2
𝐶𝐷
                  (10) 
Compared with (5), (10) shows that the error term 
1/(1 + 𝐴1/𝜎) is to be diminished and it tends towards 
zero exponentially with the increase of N. This means that 
the error will be reduced to infinitesimal regardless of the 
A1 and the parasitic capacitances CP1 and CP2, but this is at 
cost of settling time. 
The capacitor COSA is the key component holding the 
error voltage, which should be charged accurately in order 
to guarantee the accuracy. Therefore, the nested 
non-overlapping clock (Clock-2) is used to control the 
charging process of the capacitor COSA. During the high 
level of the nested clock phase Φ3 when the capacitor COSA 
is being charged, all the other switches driven by the 
Clock-1 (phases Φ1 and Φ2) are inactive so as not to inject 
any interference charge into the capacitor COSA. 
  
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Fig. 7. The concept of OSA based DCVC approaching ideal level. (a) The 
process of output voltage approaching ideal level. (b) The process of 
diminishing of the error caused by the parasitic capacitance of MEFS 
sensing cell. 
In terms of noise in capacitive touch panel, there are 
externally injected noise and internal circuit noise, and both 
of them severely deteriorate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
performance. The externally injected noise refers to the 
self-noise produced by the objects touching the panel and 
the display noise produced by the display screen under the 
touch panel. The power of externally injected noise 
depends on the power of the noise source and the value of 
coupling capacitor between the touch panel and the noise 
source [1]. In order to reduce the external injected noise, 
the coupling capacitance is reduced via inserting isolation 
layer with proper thickness between the touch panel and the 
noise source [2]. The internal circuit noise is dominated by 
the flicker noise in low frequency, since thermal noise in 
high-frequency range is limited by the system bandwidth. 
The flicker noise can be reduced by the OSA circuit in 
which the flicker noise is stored as an input equivalent 
noise in the capacitor COSA in phase Φ1 and is then 
cancelled in phase Φ2. This storing-and-cancelling process 
for the noise reduction of the OSA circuit is similar to that 
of the correlated double sampling (CDS) circuit. According 
to the reference [15], the normalized expression of the 
noise power spectral density in the CDS circuit is, 
|𝐻(𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇)|
2
= |1 − 𝑧−1|𝑧=𝑒𝑗𝜔𝑇 = 4 𝑠𝑖𝑛
2 (
𝜔𝑇
4
)    (11) 
Equation (11) indicates that the magnitude is low when the 
frequency ω is low, which means that the noise power is 
suppressed in low frequency range (referring to the flicker 
noise). 
The transistor-level numerical analysis results of the 
OSA based DCVC by SPICE are shown in Fig. 8. Here, the 
simulation conditions are 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 = 3.5𝑝𝐹 , 𝐶𝐻 = 1.75𝑝𝐹 , 
𝐶𝐷 = 180𝑓𝐹 , 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐵1 = 100𝑓𝐹 , 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐵2 = 300𝑓𝐹  and 
𝑉𝑅 = 900𝑚𝑉, which means that the ideal output voltage 
level of the DCVC Videal is 200mV. When the value of the 
parasitic capacitances (CP1 and CP2 in Fig. 6 (a)) is 10pF, 
100pF, 1000pF, respectively, the output voltage level of the 
OSA based DCVC driven by traditional non-overlapping 
clock VOSA_TC is 202.3mV, 218.9mV, 416.4mV, 
respectively, the output voltage level of the OSA based 
DCVC driven by nested clocks VOSA_NC is 199.99mV, 
199.98mV, 199.8mV, respectively, and the output voltage 
level of the traditional DCVC [11] driven by traditional 
non-overlapping clock VTDCVC is 202.1mV, 182.5mV, 
102.6mV, respectively. The normalized output errors (i.e. 
the percentage difference between the VOSA_TC and the Videal, 
the percentage difference between the VOSA_NC and the 
Videal, and the percentage difference between the VTDCVC 
and the Videal) varying with the parasitic capacitance are 
shown in Fig. 8 (d). It is clear that without nested clocks, 
the output error of the OSA based DCVC is similar to that 
of the traditional DCVC when parasitic capacitance is 
below 100pF (in most cases the parasitic capacitance will 
not exceed 100pF). In contrast, driven by the nested clocks, 
the output error of the OSA based DCVC is significantly 
reduced (for example, by 57dB from 10.02% to 0.015% 
when the parasitic capacitance is 100pF, compared to the 
traditional DCVC). 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
  
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Fig. 8. The output of traditional DCVC, OSA based DCVC driven by 
traditional clock and OSA based DCVC driven by nested clock. (a) The 
output with 10pF parasitic capacitance. (b) The output with 100pF 
parasitic capacitance. (c) The output with 1000pF parasitic capacitance. (d) 
The normalized output error with parasitic capacitance varying from 1pF 
to 1000pF. 
The accuracy of the OSA based CMCVC is similar to 
that of the OSA based DCVC. The process of diminishing 
the error caused by the parasitic capacitance is similar to 
that described by (6)-(10). The OSA based CMCVC should 
also be driven by the nested non-overlapping clocks rather 
than the traditional non-overlapping clock to achieve the 
high accuracy. With the simulation conditions of  𝐶𝑂𝑆𝐴 =
3.5𝑝𝐹 , 𝐶𝐻 = 1.75𝑝𝐹 and 𝐶𝐶𝑀 = 300𝑓𝐹 , the simulation 
result shows that the accuracy of the OSA based CMCVC 
driven by the nested clocks is improved by 55dB, compared 
with that of the OSA based CMCVC driven by the 
traditional clock.  
B.Touching status judgment and finger position calculation 
Based on the data outputted by the readout circuit, the 
touching status of the sensing cells is judged according to 
the characteristics of the cells illustrated in the section II. 
The fully touched cells have the largest value of 
common-mode capacitance. If the common-mode 
capacitance of a sensing cell is beyond 200fF, this cell is 
thought to be fully touched by a human finger. An example 
of fully touched cell is Cell 5 shown in Fig. 9 (a). All of its 
four sensing plates (highlighted with color) are covered by 
the finger.  
If the common-mode capacitance is below 30fF and the 
differential capacitance is beyond 30fF, this cell is thought 
to be partly touched in X-axis direction. The examples of 
partly touched cell in X-axis direction are Cell 5 shown in 
Fig. 9 (b) and Fig. 9 (c). 
If the common-mode capacitance is between 30fF and 
200fF and the differential capacitance is below 30fF, this 
cell is thought to be partly touched in Y-axis direction. The 
examples of partly touched cell in Y-axis direction are Cell 
5 shown in Fig. 9 (d) and Fig. 9 (e). 
All possible statuses of a sensing cell are listed in the 
table I. Notice that only in the fully touched status (status-B) 
can the MEFS sensing cell distinguish the finger from the 
water-drop, because the finger can make the common-mode 
capacitance rise beyond 200fF while the water-drop cannot. 
The partly touched statuses (status-C, D, E) may be caused 
by either water-drop or finger. So the status-B cells are 
used to distinguish finger from water-drop while the 
status-C, D, E cells are used to calculate the position of a 
finger. For example, if there is only water-drop, status-B 
will not be reported, as shown in Fig. 10 (a). As a result, 
the finger position calculation will not start. 
 
        (a)                    (b)                   (c) 
 
         (d)                     (e)                 (f) 
Fig. 9. The MEFS sensing cell in different touching statuses with its 
measurement plates highlighted. The circle represents the contacting area 
of the finger. (a) The Cell 5 is fully touched. (b) The Cell 5 is partly 
touched in negative x-axis direction. (c) The Cell 5 is partly touched in 
positive x-axis direction. (d) The Cell 5 is partly touched in positive y-axis 
direction. (e) The Cell 5 is partly touched in negative y-axis direction. (f) 
The coordinate setting. 
TABLE 1 TOUCHING STATUS JUDGMENT 
 
Common-mode 
capacitance (fF) 
Differential 
capacitance (fF) Touching status 
<30 30-200 >200 <30 >30 
A Y - - Y - Not touched 
B - - Y - - 
Fully touched 
by finger 
C - Y - Y - 
Partly touched (Y) 
by finger or water 
D Y - - - Y 
Partly touched (X) 
by finger or water 
E - Y -  Y 
Partly touched 
(X&Y) 
by finger or water 
When the status-B is reported, the finger position is 
calculated based on the statuses of the other sensing cells 
next to the status-B cell, as shown in Fig. 10 (b)-(d). The 
equations for calculation of the finger position are 
𝑥𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝑥1 +
𝑎
2
𝑉𝐷𝑋−𝑃 − 𝑉𝐷𝑋−𝑁
𝑉𝐷𝑋−𝑃 + 𝑉𝐷𝑋−𝑁
 
𝑦𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 = 𝑦1 +
𝑎
2
𝑉𝐶𝑌−𝑃 − 𝑉𝐶𝑌−𝑁
𝑉𝐶𝑌−𝑃 + 𝑉𝐶𝑌−𝑁
              (12) 
  
where a is the side-length of the sensing cell; x1 and y1 are 
the x-axis position and y-axis position of the center point of 
the status-B cell, respectively; VDX-N and VDX-P are the 
displacements of status-D cells in the negative and positive 
X-axis directions of the status-B cell, respectively; VCY-N 
and VCY-P are the displacements of status-C cells in the 
negative and positive Y-axis directions of the status-B cell, 
respectively. 
 
(a)             (b)              (c)              (d) 
Fig. 10. The calculation of the finger position based on the data from 
touching status judgment. (a) Finger position is not calculated as no 
status-B cell is detected; (b) Finger position is at the center of status-B cell; 
(c) Finger position is biased in the X-axis direction by status-D cells; (d) 
Finger position is biased in the Y-axis direction by status-C cells; 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
The capacitive readout circuit is fabricated by the 
commercial 0.18µm Bipolar-CMOS process from Dongbu 
HiTek Co., LTD. This readout chip integrates the OSA 
based CMCVC, OSA based DCVC, Sigma-delta 
analog-to-digital convertor, reference voltage, reference 
current, clock generator and buffer circuit. The area and 
power consumption of the whole chip are 0.31mm2 and 
450µW (measurement data), respectively, where the area 
and power consumption of the CMCVC and DCVC which 
are essential components of the circuit to read sensing cell 
are 0.04mm2 and 65µW (simulation data), respectively. The 
power consumptions of each of the above building blocks 
is shown in Fig. 11.The summary data of the readout IC is 
shown in the Table II. In order to read different types of 
sensing cells (i.e., the traditional sensing cell and the MEFS 
sensing cell), two sensitivity measurements are taken to 
reflect the different circuit parameters used for the different 
sensing cells. The noise floor is measured when the IC is 
not connected to sensing cell. Similar to the 
Common-Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) which is used to 
quantify the ability of amplifier to reject common-mode 
interference, the Parasitic Capacitance Rejection Ratio 
(PCRR) is defined to quantify the ability of the readout 
circuit to reject common-mode parasitic capacitance [10], 
[16], [17] i.e., 
𝑃𝐶𝑅𝑅 = 20 log (
𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑟
𝑆∆𝐶
)                           (13) 
where SΔC is the sensitivity to the capacitance of the 
sensing cell and Spar is the sensitivity to the parasitic 
capacitance. In this work, SΔC is 5mV/fF and Spar is 
3mV/nF. According to (13), the PCRR of the OSA readout 
circuit is -124.4dB. The measurement of Spar is shown in 
Fig. 12. The discrete capacitors (1nF-10nF) are used to 
simulate parasitic capacitance in the measurement. When 
two discrete capacitors, each with a value of 10nF, are 
connected, the output of ADC is 1.07V. Then the 10nF 
capacitors are cut off and the output of ADC changes by 
30mV from 1.07V to 1.10V. The chip is tested with 
different discrete capacitor values (1.0nF, 2.2nF, 4.7nF and 
10nF) in order to obtain a reliable Spar. 
The PCRR of this work is much better than that of the 
references [16] and [17], which are -68.6dB and -44.2dB, 
respectively. This verifies the theoretical analysis in the 
section III that the OSA technique performs well in 
reducing the interference of the common-mode parasitic 
capacitance. The PCRR of this work is also better than that 
of the reference [10] (PCRR= -80dB) where the OSA 
technique is firstly proposed. This is because the reference 
[10] uses single stage amplifier (38dB) whose gain is much 
lower than that of the amplifier used in this work (87dB), 
and the low amplifier gain leads to low PCRR, according to 
the non-idealities explained in the reference [10]. 
Furthermore, while the reference [10] focused on the ability 
of OSA technique to relax the gain requirement of the 
amplifier, this work focuses on the ability of OSA 
technique to reduce the sensitivity to common-mode 
parasitic capacitance. 
TABLE II BASIC PARAMETERS OF THE READOUT IC 
Parameters Values 
Chip area 0.31mm2 
Supply voltage 1.8V 
Power consumption 450uW 
Sensitivity of DCVC 1mV/fF, 5mV/fF 
Sensitivity of CMCVC 1mV/fF, 5mV/fF 
Noise (peak-to-peak value) 12mV 
PCRR -124.4dB 
The touch panel based on the traditional sensing cells 
and the touch panel based on the MEFS sensing cells are 
fabricated on a PCB with 9 sensing cells, which covers an 
area of 2cm×2cm, as shown in Fig. 13. The wire routing of 
the touch panel based on MEFS sensing cells is more 
complex than that of the traditional one, due to the addition 
of ground plates. As a result, the touch panel based on 
MEFS sensing cells need one more layer for wire routing 
than the traditional one does. 
The experiment to verify the ability of this system to 
distinguish water drop from human finger is shown in Fig. 
13 and the moving traces are shown in Fig. 14. The readout 
circuit is connected to the central sensing cell of the touch 
panel, and other sensing cells are connected to the ground. 
For the traditional structure, when the finger or the 
water-drop (7mm in diameter) moves from the position 0 to 
6 in x-axis direction with the y-axis position being 3, the 
outputs of DCVC and CMCVC are shown in Fig. 15 (a) 
and Fig. 15 (b), respectively. When the finger or the 
water-drop moves from position 0 to position 6 in y-axis 
direction with the x-axis position being 3, the outputs of 
DCVC and CMCVC are shown in Fig. 15 (c) and Fig. 15 
(d), respectively. The same test procedure is conducted on 
the MEFS structure, and the results are shown in Fig.13 (e) 
- (f).  
 
Fig. 11. The power consumption of each building blocks.  
  
 
 
Fig. 12. The measurement of the sensitivity to common-mode parasitic 
capacitance or PCRR. 
 
Fig. 13. The test environment, fabricated touch panels and readout IC 
The results in Fig. 15 (a)-(d) show that when traditional 
sensing cell is fully touched by water-drop and finger, 
respectively, the outputs of the CMCVC are 1.32V and 
1.33V, as indicated by the point (x=3, y=3) in Fig. 15(b). 
So the percentage difference between the output voltages of 
these two cases is only 0.75%, which means that the 
traditional sensing cell can hardly distinguish the finger 
from the water-drop. 
 
Fig. 14. The test configuration. The white arrows are the moving traces of 
the touching objects. 
However, when the MCESF sensing cell is fully touched 
by water-drop and finger, respectively, the outputs of the 
CMCVC are 1.11V and 1.23V, as indicated by the point 
(x=3, y=3) in Fig. 15(f). So the percentage difference 
between the output voltages of these two cases is 9.7%, 
which is a very significant improvement compared to that 
of the traditional sensing cell (0.75%). When the finger 
moves along the x-axis, the measured data from the DCVC 
between the position 2 and 4 in Fig. 15 (e) can be used for 
calculating the x position of the finger using (12). When the 
finger moves along the y-axis, the measured data from the 
CMCVC between position 2 and 4 in Fig. 15 (h) can be 
used for calculating y position using (12).  
It is therefore evident that compared with the traditional 
sensing cell, the proposed MEFS sensing cell has a much 
lower sensitivity to the interference of water-drop in the 
detection of the finger. 
  
(a)                            (b) 
  
(c)                            (d) 
 
(e)                            (f) 
 
(g)                            (h) 
Fig. 15. The measurement results of the traditional and MEFS touch panel 
touched by the finger and the water-drop. (a) Traditional DCVC output in 
x-axis (left). (b) Traditional CMCVC output in x-axis. (c) Traditional 
DCVC output in y-axis. (d) Traditional CMCVC output in y-axis. (e) OSA 
based DCVC output in x-axis. (f) OSA based CMCVC output in x-axis. (g) 
  
OSA based DCVC output in y-axis. (h) OSA based CMCVC output in 
y-axis. 
The comparison of this work with the similar works [1], 
[2], is shown in Table III. The main contribution of this 
work is the implementation of its ability to distinguish the 
water drop from the human finger. However, this is at the 
cost of power consumption and SNR. The power 
consumption of this work is higher and it is due to the 
CMCVC which was not used in the other works. The SNR 
of this work is lower than that of the other works. This is 
because the maximum signal level is small. The small 
maximum signal level is the result of the reduction of the 
sensitivity of the MEFS sensing cell, which is caused by 
the addition of ground plates. 
TABLE III COMPARISON OF THIS WORK TO THE OTHERS 
Items [1] [2] This work 
Sensing 
cell type 
Differential 
mutual- 
capacitance 
Self-capacitance 
Proposed 
MEFS sensing 
Water 
distinguish
ability 
No No Yes 
IC process 
3.3V 
0.35um BCD 
1.2V/5.5V/30V 
110nm BCD 
1.8V 
0.18um BCD 
Power* 28uW 35uW 65uW 
SNR 43.5dB 51dB 36dB** 
Scan ratio 120Hz 120Hz 120Hz*** 
* Power consumption is acquired by calculating the circuit blocks 
(CMCVC and DCVC) which are specialized for a single sensing cell. 
** The peak-to-peak noise is 12mV which is equal to a RMS noise of 
2mVrms [15]. The maximum signal level is 120mV. As a result, the SNR 
is 36dB. 
*** The scan ratio is determined by the settling time. The settling time of 
OSA circuit is shorter than 8.3ms, so it can support 120Hz scan ratio. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The MEFS sensing cell is proposed in this paper which 
significantly improves the touch panel's ability to 
distinguish water-drop from human finger. The readout IC 
for the MEFS sensing cell is also designed and fabricated 
using 0.18um CMOS process. The touch panel with 9 
sensing cells and the readout IC are integrated into a PCB 
board-level system. The test results of the system show that 
for the MEFS sensing cell, the percentage difference 
between the output voltages is 9.7%, i.e., 0.12V 
(1.23V-1.11V) when the sensing cell is touched by the 
water-drop and the finger, respectively, while it is only 
0.75%, i.e., 0.01V (1.33V-1.32V), for the traditional 
sensing cell. This demonstrates that compared to the 
traditional sensing cell, the MEFS sensing cell has achieved 
a very significant improvement on the ability to reduce 
water-drop interference. 
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